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This first-ever comprehensive guide to Heisey glassware covers the early years of the A. H.
Heisey Company, from 1896-1924the production period of primary interest to contemporary
dealers and collectors. As the earliest pieces produced by Heisey increasingly gain legitimate
antique status (100 years-or-more old), it is important that collectors, dealers, and appraisers
have access to accurate, comprehensive, detailed, and timely information relating to
identification, pattern and color description, production dates, variations, and values. This book
is the first to provide both the scope and depth of information needed for confidently buying,
selling, and trading in this specialized collectibles area. Complete with up-to-date marketplace
values, the guide also includes helpful tips for buying and caring for glassware, and an
introduction by leading glass expert, Neila Bredehoft.-Includes history of the Heisey Company
and its founder.-Identifies all early Heisey patterns produced from 1896-1924 by pattern number
and in alphabetical order, including mold dates and an explanation of the patterns origin.-
Contains more than 300 photographs--many in color--of rare and highly sought after pieces.-
Provides previously unpublished information obtained from the Heisey Museum archives.

About the AuthorDr. Simon Monk has a degree in Cybernetics and Computer Science and a
PhD in Software Engineering. Simon spent several years as an academic before he returned to
industry, co-founding the mobile software company Momote Ltd. He has been an active
electronics hobbyist since his early teens. Simon is author of a number of hobby electronics
books including '30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius', '15 Dangerously Mad Projects for the
Evil Genius' and 'Arduino + Android Projects for the Evil Genius'.
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Pages 7 - 8 are not included in this sample. Pages 16 - 162 are not included in this
sample.          Pages 173 - 175 are not included in this sample.
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Moon Cat, “Very good. Very dense text on the Company with a lot of valuable information.
Although there's a decent amount of patterns shown with both the Company's illustration and
photos including color, there were only a limited amount of them covered. According to the text
there's a lot more patterns not shown in this book. Nevertheless it is very valuable information
on Heisey and his competition with manufacturing details such as colors included.”

Thomas Brzuszek, “Good value. Good value”

Roberta K, “Informative. Tells a lot of the history of Heisey glass. Very informative.”

David Zeidler, “great book on Heisey glass. great book on Heisey glass, great photos and
description of the patterns and the history of when they were made. The only thing i wish this
had was a full collection of all the patterns including the colonial patterns. The author also
mentions on her detest of the gold and ruby staining and how she prefers the clear better,
honestly thats her opinion and it shouldnt have been in the book.”

Joe Bragg, “Wanted a later version of Heisey glass, but this .... Wanted a later version of Heisey
glass, but this will help me to price what I am looking for. Thanks”

Ed in NYC, “Inherited a Heisey punchbowl. I inherited a Heisey punchbowl - the one on the
cover but, sadly, not green - from my great-grandmother, and this book gave me its history and
led to my completing it with the matching stand and cups.”

Oklahomasong, “Five Stars. I mainly deal in EAPG (Early American Pattern Glass), so I found
this book most interesting and helpful. The photographs are excellent and make pattern
identification easy.”

kathleen czaplicki-watson, “Anotherr Nice reference book for beginning collectors. Excellent
illustrations, ads, and pattern information. Good historical reference material on the Heisey
company.  Well written and an excellent addition to any reference library.”

The book by Lar Hothem has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 36 people have provided feedback.
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